Ji-Xin Cheng Group Progress in 2018

Lab Development:
We moved into our new gorgeous lab in Feb 2018. Thanks all group members for self-managing this valuable resource and home for all of us. We added a lot of new instruments, including an Insight X3 laser for NLO microscopy development and a nanosecond laser for phototherapy.

Peer-reviewed Papers:
Published 18 peer reviewed articles in 2018, including two papers in Light. Lu Lan’s FOG was a big story was in BU Today, which triggered new collaborations with BU Medical School and with Mass General Hospital. Weili Hong et al.’s work in analytical chemistry was highlighted in C&E news and has generated GREAT interest in commercialization funding of this our metabolism-based AST method for clinical use. Kai-Chi Huang’s first author paper in Nano Letter has been highlighted in multiple places. Hyeon Heong Lee and Pu-Ting Dong’s publications got them invited talks in SPIE Photonics.

Prestigious Fellowships, Awards:
Pu-Ting Dong: Translational Research Award (single awardee in Photonics West)
Jie Hui: SPIE-Franz Hillenkamp Postdoctoral Fellowship (only two awardees each year)
Ji-Xin Cheng: fellow, Optical Society of America.

New grants:
R01CA224275 (2018 to 2023, Cheng & Matei, multi-PI), ovarian cancer
R01AI141439 (2018 to 2022, Cheng, PI), antimicrobial susceptibility
R01GM126049 (2018 to 2022, Cheng, PI), IR chemical microscopy
R01NS109794 (2018 to 2013, Cheng&Han, multi-PI), neural stimulation
R43EB027018 (2018 to 2019), phase I SBIR, iRaman, subcontract from Photothermal
R33CA223581 (2018 to 2021, Cheng, PI), cancer metabolism
CHE-1807106 (2018 ~ 2021, Cheng, PI), volumetric SRS imaging
NSF SBIR, phase 2, Acoustar, subcontract from Vibronix Inc
DoE (Dunlop PI, Cheng, co-I) 2018 ~ 2021, Chemical Imaging for Biofuel Synthesis
Moustakas Professorship Fund, year 2

Career Advancement:
Dr Delong Zhang: Young Talent faculty at Zhejiang University starting summer 2019
Dr Ayeeshik Kole: MD PhD graduation in spring 2018
Dr Chien-Sheng Liao: Scientist in Pendar Technologies LLC, starting March 2018
Dr Chi Zhang: New postdoc position in UIUC starting Aug 2018
Dr Andy Jing Chen, PhD graduation in Aug 2018

New Group Members:
Max Deng (postdoc, started in July 2018)
Yuying Tan (Y2 BME PhD student after first year rotation)
Sebastian Juruf (Y2 BME PhD student after first year rotation)
Haonan Zong (Y1 ECE PhD student)
Yifan Zhu (Y1 Chemistry PhD student)
Nicolas Russo (Y1 Physics PhD student)
Minghua Zhuge (visiting PhD student 2018~2019)
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